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"Estherrr gives "Stranger Things - Season 2" a 7."

Written by Estherrr on 28 August 2018.
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Stranger Things - Season 2

When Stranger Things was first made available on Netflix on the 15th of July in 2016, it was already a success. Because I had heard a lot about the show, I was very curious. Within a short amount of time I had finished the first season and I found myself unable to wait for the second season.
 
 In the first season of Stranger Things a group of kids try to find their friend Will, who disappeared after they had finished playing their game of Dungeons and Dragons. He had vanished into an alternate universe of Hawkins. While searching for Will, a girl called Eleven suddenly turns up.
 
 In the second season that very same Will (Noah Schnapp) ends up being possessed by a monster. His friends Mike, Dustin and Lucas aid his mother Joyce (Winona Ryder, Show me a Hero) and sheriff Jim Hopper (David Harbour, State of Affairs) in trying to fight this monster. Besides that, love is also a part of the storylines. Mad Max (Sadie Sink, American Odyssey) is a new character, who the four friends seem to like a lot. Mike is in love with Eleven, just like in the previous season.
 
 The second season takes place approximately a year after the first. The cast is pretty much the same, but some new characters are present. The entire story appears to be bigger. I'm personally not entirely sure whether or not I preferred the first or second season. The big difference is that this time there isn't just one story going on, it's all divided. Various slightly related stories are going on and only in the end do they connect with each other.
 
 I thought it was a lot messier and that was mainly due to those different storylines. As a result I lost interest in the show at times and I was struggling to keep on going. It's safe to say that the first season was a lot more interesting. Nonetheless, Stranger Things is currently one of the most popular and exciting shows to watch. This is mainly because of the (good) young cast, but also due to the references made to other horror films.
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